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Document Conventions 

Boxes flagged with the Pure Storage logo, such as the one below, contain best practices or important 
notices. Whether they are requirements or recommendations is will be indicated in the text. 

 

BEST PRACTICE 
e.g., enable a setting 

Boxes flagged with the  !  symbol contain notices which, if not heeded, may cause loss, corruption, or 
unavailability of data. They are also used to emphasize important points that aren’t best practice-related. 

 

Read this important note 

As always, refer to the checklist and the document change section for important updates quickly. 
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Executive Summary 

Information technology system downtime can cost companies over $7,900 USD per minute according to 
a recent study by Ponemon Institute1. On average, 59% of Fortune 500 companies experience at least 1.6 
hours of down time each week ($758,400 USD). Although natural disasters usually get credit for server, 
system, and network downtime, companies in safer geographic locations can be just as susceptible. 

Besides natural disasters, the most common causes of downtime include: software and hardware failures, 
human error, and maintenance. The disaster survival rate for organizations that lack a comprehensive 
recovery capability is less than 10%.2 

The most common technique for ensuring recoverability of critical applications and data is to maintain 
identical processing and persistent storage facilities in separate locations . Some storage arrays are able 
to replicate writes to a remote location simultaneously, while maintaining write-order—a key for correct 
application behavior. This is typically called active-active, or synchronous replication. 

With Version 5.0.0 of its Purity//FA software, Pure Storage introduced ActiveCluster synchronous 
replication between two FlashArrays, and went a step further: ActiveCluster replication is completely 
symmetric. Both arrays in a replicating pair are co-equal; there is no “master.” Writes directed to 
replicated storage volumes in either array are executed on both. Neither array reflects the results of any 
write until both have made it persistent against power loss or other system failure. 

Together, Pure Storage® ActiveCluster and Oracle® Real Application Cluster (RAC) can provide 
comprehensive recoverability for business continuity in the face of disasters.  

Oracle RAC on Extended Distance Clusters, also called Extended RAC Clusters, uses active-active 
replication to coordinate application and database processing in separate availability domains with 
independent power, cooling, and resources. (These are sometimes called fire cells). 

Extended RAC Clusters provide the best possible Recovery Time and Recovery Point Objectives (RTO 
and RPO) for Oracle environments.  

This paper describes the use of FlashArrays with ActiveCluster as the storage component of Extended 
RAC Clusters, and provides configuration guidance and best practices. 

  

                                                      

1 https://www.vertivco.com/globalassets/documents/reports/2016-cost-of-data-center-outages-11-11_51190_1.pdf  

2 http://www.continuitycentral.com/feature0660.html  
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Audience 

The primary audiences for this report are storage, system, network, Oracle database, and other 
administrators who are considering or planning an Oracle RAC on Extended Distance Cluster using 
FlashArrays with ActiveCluster as its storage component. Readers of the report should have a working 
knowledge of Oracle, RAC, Linux®, servers, storage, and networks, and general high availability concepts, 
but such knowledge is not a requirement. 

Additional questions and requests for assistance can be addressed to the Pure Storage support 
organization at support@purestorage.com. 

Important Notes 

Before setting up ActiveCluster and Extended RAC Clusters users are advised to read the following 
ActiveCluster specific documents and Oracle’s Extended RAC Clusters documentation: 

 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/clustering/overview/extendedracversion11-
435972.pdf 

 https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/Protect/Replication/ActiveCluster_Requirem
ents_and_Best_Practices  

 https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/Protect/Replication/ActiveCluster_Solution_
Overview  

 

Before reading this report, read and understand the documents in this list. During 
implementation, follow the best practices that they describe. 
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Introduction and Overview  

The most robust, resilient, and scalable architecture for protecting critical Oracle databases and keeping 
them available combines three technologies: 

Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC) 
Clustered Oracle Database software that enables highly available, scalable databases 

Extended RAC Cluster 
Disaster-tolerant Oracle RAC cluster with nodes and storage distributed geographically. 

FlashArray ActiveCluster 
Symmetric synchronous storage replication for FlashArray volumes 

Extended RAC Cluster 

Oracle RAC is designed primarily for scalability and availability within the confines of a data center. To 
protect databases against disasters that incapacitate an entire site, Oracle RAC can be implemented in an 
extended distance cluster with nodes in separate locations within a metropolitan region.3 

An Extended RAC Cluster recovers quickly from site failure, while at the same time, allowing all of its 
nodes to actively process transactions against a single coherent database. Implementers of Extended 
RAC Clusters should be aware of practical limits on inter-node distance, the consequent I/O latency, and 
the degree of protection provided by node separation.  

Storage Connectivity 

Oracle RAC uses a shared storage model—all cluster nodes must have full access to the storage that 
houses the database. Extended RAC Clusters use the same model—database storage must be fully 
accessible by all nodes at all sites. Oracle supports both host-based and storage array-based replication 
for accomplishing this. 

Extended RAC Clusters require active-active replication, with all RAC nodes having active links to storage 
at all sites . FlashArray ActiveCluster supports symmetric synchronous replication between arrays at two 
sites; all RAC nodes have active links to the arrays at both sites. 

Oracle recommends its own Automatic Storage Management (ASM) host-based replication in preference 
to array-based replication, primarily because most array-based replication products offer active-passive 
capability in which nodes on one site do not have active links to storage on the other.  

With ActiveCluster, FlashArrays deliver true symmetric active-active replication. Writes directed at either 
replication partner array appear synchronously on the other. Volumes created on one array are instantly 
visible to and usable by hosts connected to the other. Hosts can connect to both arrays, and balance 

                                                      

3  There are various definitions of metropolitan region. Pure Storage uses a widely-accepted one that characterizes two sites as within a 
metropolitan region if they can communicate with other with less than 5 milliseconds of round trip transmission latency. 
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writes across them, or alternatively, can access the array local to them, shifting to the remote one only 
when the local one is inaccessible.  

Combined with Oracle RAC, FlashArrays with ActiveCluster protect not only against host failure, but also 
against array failure and even failure of an entire site without the need for “voting disks” at a third site. 
With ActiveCluster, Extended RAC Clusters fully utilize resources at both sites, recover rapidly and 
automatically from site failures, and protect against a wide range of disasters.  

ActiveCluster 

 

Pure Storage® Purity//FA ActiveCluster is a symmetric active-active bidirectional replication capability for 
FlashArrays that provides zero RPO zero and automatic transparent failover for zero RTO. Users can 
deploy pairs of FlashArrays with ActiveCluster at separate sites, creating clustered arrays that can be 
coupled with clustered hosts such as Oracle RAC for disaster-tolerant data center configurations.  

ActiveCluster Features 

The key features of ActiveCluster are: 

Symmetric Active-Active Replication 
Hosts read and write the same volumes on both arrays. Host-array site awareness is optional. 

Synchronous Operation 
Replicating arrays synchronize all writes; both stage every write in their respective NVRAMs 
before the receiving array signals completion to the host. 

Transparent Failover 
Arrays fail over automatically and non-disruptively, and recover and resynchronize automatically. 

Transparent Mediation 
By default, replicating arrays use the highly-available Pure1® Cloud Mediator to avoid “split brain” 
conditions, thus obviating the need for a separate “voting disk” location. 
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Simple Management Model 
Either array’s administrator can manage replicated volumes, including provisioning storage, 
connecting hosts and volumes, and creating snapshots and clones. 

No Bolt-ons & No Licenses 
ActiveCluster is a standard feature of every FlashArray//m and FlashArray//X70 model. No added 
hardware or software is required. ActiveCluster is included in the Evergreen™ subscription support 
and maintenance model. 

Built on FlashArray Technology 
ActiveCluster uses FlashRecover asynchronous replication to create baseline replicas of new 
volumes and to resynchronize replication after outages.  

ActiveCluster Components 

 

The three core components of ActiveCluster are: 

Active-Active Clustered FlashArrays 
Pairs of FlashArrays that replicate data volumes symmetrically and synchronously. Both arrays 
present consistent images of replicated volumes to hosts connected to either of them at all times. 

Stretched Storage Containers 
Groups of volumes and snapshots of them that are instantiated on two replicating arrays. 

The Pure1® Cloud Mediator 
A highly available passive mediation mechanism that determines which of two replicating arrays 
continues to deliver data services when the two are unable to communicate with each other. 
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Administration 

ActiveCluster introduces a new FlashArray management object: The pod. A pod is a container of a set of 
storage objects that can optionally be stretched (replicated synchronously) between two arrays. An array 
can support multiple pods; each pod can be stretched to a different partner array.  

 

Pods may contain volumes, protection groups (for snapshot scheduling and asynchronous replication) 
and configuration information such as host-volume connections. They provide two important features: 

Consistency grouping 
Replicating arrays maintain write order across all volumes in a pod. 

Volume namespaces 
Arrays prepend volume names with the names of the pods in which they reside, thus making 
volume names pod-specific. In the image above, for example, pod1::A, pod2::A, pod3::A, and 
pod4::A are different volumes. Per-pod namespaces simplify migration of workloads between 
arrays and consolidation of data from multiple arrays to one by avoiding volume name conflicts.  

Mediation 

Any form of active-active synchronous replication between two systems inherently requires a third 
component, often called a witness or voter, to prevent so-called split brain conditions from occurring. If 
two replicating systems lose contact with each other, for example because one of them has failed, or 
because the links that connect them have failed, at most one of them can continue to operate. Otherwise 
the two systems’ data would diverge. In these situations, the voter, ideally remote from both parties to the 
replication, directs one system to remain online and the other to shut down. Witnesses complicate 
conventional synchronous replication because they require users to implement and manage a third 
system at a location remote from both replicating parties. 

ActiveCluster prevents split-brain situations from occurring when two replicating FlashArrays lose contact 
with each other through the use of a lightweight passive mediator. Synchronously replicating arrays 
contact the mediator automatically when they lose contact with each other to determine which of them 
should remain online. The vast majority of ActiveCluster installations use the services of the Pure1 Cloud 
Mediator, a highly available cloud-based mediation service operated by Pure Storage Inc. ActiveCluster 
configures the Pure1 Cloud Mediator by default, transparently to users. (Pure Storage supplies a virtual 
machine image containing mediator software for users whose policies prohibit external connections.) 
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If two arrays synchronously replicating a stretched pod are unable to communicate with each other, both 
pause I/O momentarily and contact the mediator to determine which of them should remain active. The 
first array to contact the mediator keeps the pod online; the second immediately stops executing host I/O 
commands to the pod. Mediation occurs within typical host I/O timeout periods, so applications 
experience only a momentary pause. The impact of inter-array communication failure is thus similar to 
that of a non-disruptive FlashArray hardware or software upgrade. 

The Pure1® Cloud Mediator 

To be effective, a mediator must be remote from and connected independently to both replicating 
parties. The Pure1 Cloud Mediator is passive, in the sense that it plays no role as long as replicating arrays 
are in contact with each other. When the two lose contact, however, it automatically prevents split brain 
conditions by directing the first array to contact it to continue operating and the second to stop executing 
I/O commands to the pod. 

Pure1 Cloud Mediator advantages over a conventional witness or voter include: 

SaaS-like operational benefits 
The Pure1 Cloud Mediator is a no-cost service to FlashArray owners provided by Pure Storage. It 
does not require users to set up third sites, or install, configure, and manage hardware or software  

Automatic third site 
The Pure1 Cloud Mediator is inherently in a separate failure domain from any two arrays. 

Automatic configuration 
FlashArrays configured for ActiveCluster synchronous replication automatically connect to and 
use the Pure1 Cloud Mediator unless otherwise configured. 

No risk of misconfiguration 
Mediator misconfiguration is a significant cause of failure in conventional synchronous replication. 
ActiveCluster automatically uses the Pure1 Cloud Mediator by default. With no administrator 
involvement, there is no risk of configuring the mediator incorrectly.  

Passive mediation 
FlashArrays using ActiveCluster to replicate a stretched pod continuously exchange heartbeats 
with their mediator (Pure1 Cloud or otherwise), but the mediator plays no role unless the arrays 
lose contact with each other. if an array loses its connection to the mediator, it continues 
synchronous replication and service to hosts as long as the replication link is operational. 

On-Premises Failover Mediator 

For users whose operating policies preclude use of the Pure1 Cloud Mediator, Pure Storage distributes an 
OVF file containing mediation software that can be deployed on user premises as a virtual machine. The 
on-premises mediator is functionally identical to the Pure1 Cloud Mediator, but imposes certain 
requirements on the user:  

 It must be deployed as a virtual machine, not directly on physical hardware.  

 High availability must be provided by the hosts on which it is deployed. For example, using 
VMware HA, or Microsoft Hyper-V HA Clustering.  
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 Its configuration cannot be rolled back, for example by restoring storage snapshots.  

 Configuration of the arrays to use the on-premises mediator is a user responsibility. 

 The mediator must be deployed at a third site in a separate failure domain from both arrays, with 
independent network connections to both.  

Uniform and Non-Uniform Host Access 

Hosts using ActiveCluster stretched pods for storage can be configured to use only the array local to 
them (non-uniform access), or to balance their I/O across both arrays (uniform access).  

Uniform Access 

Uniform access should be used in environments where hosts’ Fibre Channel or iSCSI connections to both 
arrays are of comparable performance. With uniform access, hosts can access pod volumes through both 
local and remote arrays. They use multipathing software to balance load between the two. 

 

The image above represents the host-array paths and the replication connection between arrays with 
uniform access. With uniform host access, a host can access both local and remote arrays, but there are 
inherent latency differences. Paths between a host and the array local to it offer lower latency; for paths 
to the remote array, longer distances and more complex networks mean higher latency. Clearly, for 
optimal performance, hosts should favor local paths and avoid accessing the remote array unless 
necessary, for example, because no local paths are operating.  

For example, in the image below, a write from application SVC-B to stretched volume A routed through 
Array A might incur twice the latency of the same write routed through Array B because it would traverse 
the long-distance path between host and array as well as the replication path between Arrays A and B. 
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ActiveCluster uses the SCSI Asymmetric Logical Unit Access (ALUA) feature to force hosts to access 
FlashArray volumes using local paths. Array administrators can specify that a host-volume connection is 
on a preferred array, which exposes the connection to local hosts as active/optimized. Paths to remote 
hosts become active/non-optimized. While both local and remote paths are active for reading and writing, 
hosts use active/optimized paths exclusively, and only resort to non-optimized paths when no optimized 
ones are available. 

 

The preferred array property should be configured when the latency between hosts and the array local to them 
differs significantly from that to the remote array. In a datacenter or small campus where all host-array 
communication latencies are comparable, using all paths can improve performance.  
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Non-Uniform Access 

Non-uniform host access is used when replicating arrays are connected to each other, but each host-is 
connected only to the array local to it as shown in the image below. In this model, hosts can issue 
commands only to their local arrays. As with uniform access configurations, Pure Storage supports inter-
array round trip latency of up to 5 milliseconds.  

 

With non-uniform access, hosts distribute I/O across paths to local storage only, because only local 
(effectively active/optimized) paths exist. Extended RAC Clusters can be configured with non-uniform host 
access to data, but it is not the preferred model, because failure of an array results in outage of the RAC 
nodes local to it. 
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Configuring ActiveCluster  

A major benefit of FlashArray ActiveCluster replication is its simplicity, starting with initial setup and 
extending throughout the life of a replicated pod. To ensure a trouble-free setup experience, verify that 
the prerequisites enumerated in the following Knowledge Base article are met prior to beginning. 

https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/Protect/Replication/ActiveCluster_Requirements_an
d_Best_Practices  

The FlashArray configuration actions described in the following subsections are performed by an array 
administrator (an administrator with the array administrator role). 

Obtaining a Connection Key 

ActiveCluster requires a TCP/IP connection between the two replicating FlashArrays. Either array’s 
administrator can establish the connection. The administrator whose array will establish the connection 
first obtains a connection key from the other (remote) array’s administrator. The remote array’s 
administrator acquires the connection key by displaying the FlashArray GUI Storage view of his array and 
selecting the Array tab. Clicking the vertical ellipsis in the Connected Arrays panel of the display and 
selecting Get Connection Key from the dropdown menu displays a dialog containing the array’s unique 
connection key. 

 

The administrator copies the key to the clipboard, and communicates it to the other array’s administrator 
in a secure fashion. 

 

Connecting the Arrays 

Begin by displaying the FlashArray GUI Storage view and selecting the Array tab. In the Connected 
Arrays section of the display, either click the + symbol or click the vertical ellipsis and select Connect 
Array from the dropdown menu. 
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Enter the indicated parameters in the wizard that appears: 

Management address 
The virtual IP address or FQDN (Fully-Qualified Domain Name) of the remote array. 

Connection type 
Sync Replication for ActiveCluster. 

Connection Key 
The connection key (also called API token) obtained from the remote array’s administrator. 

 

When all fields are filled (there is generally no need to enter anything into the replication address box), 
click Connect. If the parameters are valid, the connection appears in both arrays’ Connected Arrays GUI 
panels (the arrays themselves supply the replication IP addresses).  
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If the connection fails, verify physical network connectivity and IP addresses before contacting Pure 
Storage Technical Support. 

Creating a Pod 

ActiveCluster replicates the storage objects (volumes, snapshots, schedules) in consistency groups, also 
known as pods. An array can support multiple pods, each of which is a separate namespace for the 
objects it contains. An array administrator can stretch (replicate) a pod between two arrays. The entire 
contents of a pod are replicated synchronously. If replication is interrupted, the mediation winner takes 
control of the entire pod. 

Placing related volumes in the same pod is a best practice. Volumes with similar requirements, or that 
should be mutually consistent, should be in the same pod. Volumes may also be placed in the same pod 
to simplify administration. Different pods should be used for sets of volumes with different requirements. 

To create a pod, display the GUI Storage view, select the Pods tab, and click the + symbol. 
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In the Create Pod wizard that appears, enter a name for the pod and click Create. Pod names consist of 
letters, numbers and dashes, and must start with a letter or a number, 

 

The new pod appears in the Pods panel of the GUI display. 

 

To configure the new pod’s properties, click its name in the leftmost column to change the display to that in the 
image below. 
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The Arrays panel of the display shows the mediator to be used when the pod is stretched. By default, 
ActiveCluster uses the Pure1 Cloud Mediator (purestorage). The only configuration requirements are a 
redundant management network using two NICs on each controller, and controller IP access to the 
mediator.  

 

Pod configuration is complete. 

For installations unable to use the Pure1 Cloud Mediator, ActiveCluster documentation describes 
installation and configuration of the Pure Storage-supplied on-premises mediator virtual machine.  

The networking section of this knowledge base article contains additional detail on pod configuration: 

https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/Protect/Replication/ActiveCluster_Requirements_an
d_Best_Practices  

Moving Existing Volumes into a Pod 

Prior to stretching a new pod (enabling synchronous replication to another array), existing volumes can be 
moved into it. While a pod is stretched, existing volumes cannot be moved into it, but new volumes can 
be created in it. 

To move a volume into an unstretched pod, display the GUI Storage view, select the Volumes tab, and 
click the name of the volume to be added. (In an array that hosts a large number of volumes, entering the 
first few characters of a volume name in the Name box to filter the display may be faster.) 
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Click the vertical ellipsis in the upper right-hand corner and select Move from the dropdown menu. 

 

Click the Container box, select the target pod from the dropdown list, and click the Move button. 

 

In the Purity//FA Version 5.0.0 that is current at the time of publication, adding volumes to pods is subject to 

the following restrictions: 

 Volumes must be removed from volume groups before they can be added to pods. 
 Volumes in other stretched pods must be unstretched before they can be added to the target pod. 
 Stretched pods must be unstretched before existing volumes can be added to them. 

Moving a volume into a pod renames it by prepending the pod name and two colons to its original name 
as the image below illustrates. 
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The pod display lists the added volume in its Volumes panel. 

 

As an alternate mechanism for moving existing volumes into a new pod, display the GUI Storage view, 
select the Pods tab, and select the pod into which volumes are to be moved. 
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When the display changes to the selected pod’s information, click the vertical ellipsis at the right side of 
the Volumes panel and select Move In from the dropdown menu.  

 

In the Move Volumes In wizard that displays, select the volume(s) to be moved into the pod by clicking 
their checkboxes and click Move. 
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Creating a New Volume in a Pod 

To create a new volume in a pod, whether stretched or unstretched, display the GUI Storage view, select 
the Pods tab, and select the target pod. In the pod’s Volumes panel, either click the + symbol or click the 

vertical ellipsis and select Create from the dropdown menu to display the Create Volume wizard. 

 

Enter a name and a size for the volume and click Create.  

 

 

New volumes can be created in a stretched pod, but existing ones cannot be moved into 
it while it is stretched.  
To add existing volumes to an unstretched pod, follow the instructions in the section 
titled Moving Existing Volumes into a Pod on page 19. 
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Stretching a Pod 

To replicate the storage objects in a pod on a connected (see the section titled Connecting the Arrays on 
page 15) array, an administrator stretches the pod by adding a array to it. To stretch a pod, select it in the 
Pods tab of the GUI Storage view and click the + symbol in the Arrays panel to display the Add Array 

wizard. 

 

Select a target array from the dropdown list of connected arrays and click Add. (The list only includes 
arrays connected in synchronous replication mode.) 

 

The arrays immediately begin to synchronize their respective representations of pod data. During 
synchronization, the original array is online to connected hosts; the status of the added array is 
resyncing—it is not online . 
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When synchronization completes, the added array’s Status changes from resyncing to online, and active-
active synchronously replicated storage is available to hosts connected to pod volumes on both arrays. 

 

After synchronization, identical representations of the pod exist on both arrays, and administrators can 
provision pod volumes to hosts on either. Immediately after synchronization, the pod’s Volumes panel 
shows the number of host connections from the original array. In the image below, the volumes are 
connected to 4 RAC nodes through the source array. 
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Unstretching a Pod 

In some circumstances, replication may have to be terminated, either temporarily or permanently: 

 Adding existing volumes to or removing them from a pod 

 Completion of a data migration performed by temporarily replicating the pod containing the data 

 Replication is no longer required for non-technical reasons. 

Administrators terminate replication by unstretching a stretched pod—by removing from it the array that 
need no longer export the pod’s volumes.  

For example, in the image below, to stop exporting the pod’s volumes on sn1-m20r2-b04-33, one would 
remove it from the pod. This action can be performed on either array. 

 

 

To avoid loss of host access to data, ensure that the correct array (the one no longer 
required to export the pod’s volumes) is specified in all CLI commands and GUI 
actions.  
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Checks to Perform Prior to Removing an Array from a Pod 

 Disconnect pod volumes from hosts connected through the array to be removed. Purity//FA does 
not allow unstretching a pod with volumes connected to hosts through the array being removed. 

 Ensure that hosts that must continue to access pod volumes after unstretching are connected to 
the volumes through the array that will continue to export the pod. 

To remove an array from a pod, select the pod in the Pods tab of the GUI Storage view and in the Arrays 
panel, click the  icon corresponding to the array to be removed to display the Remove Array wizard. 

 

Verify that the array whose name appears in the wizard is the array to be removed and click the Remove 
button to confirm removal. 

 

The Destroyed Pods Folder 

When an array is removed from a pod, Purity//FA places the pod in the Destroyed Pods folder of the 
removed array for 24 hours before eradicating it and reclaiming the storage it occupies.  

 

Within 24 hours of unstretching, a pod can be restretched to the removed array. This might be required, 
for example, after adding existing volumes to the pod, or if the pod was unstretched in error. To restretch 
a pod, use the GUI of the array on which it still resides. Select the pod in the Storage view Pods tab, click 
the vertical ellipsis at the right of the panel, select Add from the dropdown menu to display the Add 
Array wizard, select the removed array from the wizard dropdown, and click Add. Purity//FA removes the 
pod from the removed array’s Destroyed Pods folder and resynchronizes its representation with that of 
the other array (the array that remained in the pod after unstretching). 
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Eradicating a Pod 

Pod can be restretched for 24 hours after unstretching. After 24 hours, the array that was removed from 
the pod eradicates it, and recycles the storage occupied by its data. The administrator of an array 
containing an unstretched pod can eradicate it by selecting it in the Destroyed Pods panel and clicking 
the  icon in its row to display the Eradicate Pod wizard. 

 

Click Eradicate to confirm eradication of the pod. 

 

 

Once a pod has been eradicated, either by administrative action or because 24 hours have 
elapsed since unstretching, re-stretching it between the same two arrays is tantamount to an 
initial stretch—it requires synchronization all of pod data. 
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Configuring Oracle RAC Hosts with ActiveCluster Volumes 

Configuring Oracle RAC hosts for use with ActiveCluster replicated volumes is identical to configuring a 
local RAC cluster for use with FlashArray volumes, so the best practices described in the following 
Knowledge Base article continue to apply. 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/Oracle/Oracle_Database/Oracle_Recommended_Settings 

With that in mind, there are still a few things worth mentioning in this document. 

Host Connectivity 

FlashArrays support iSCSI and Fibre Channel host connections. Both are supported with ActiveCluster. 
Prior to provisioning storage to a host, an array administrator must create a host object corresponding to 
it. Administrators can organize hosts with common storage provisioning requirements, such as RAC 
cluster nodes, into host groups (hgroups). 

Hosts and Host Objects 

A FlashArray host object is a list of a host’s initiators identified by worldwide name (Fibre Channel WWN) 
or by iSCSI qualified name (IQN). Before an array will execute a host’s I/O commands to a volume, an 
array administrator must connect its host object and the volume. 

To create a host object, in the GUI Storage view select the Hosts tab and click the + symbol to display 

the Create Host wizard. 

 

Enter a name for the host in the Name box and click Create.  
Names should be representative of application or operating practices. 
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Select the newly created host and in its Host Ports panel, click the vertical ellipsis and select Configure 
WWNs (for Fibre Channel) or Configure IQNs (for iSCSI). 

 

If Fibre Channel zoning is complete, the host’s initiator WWNs are listed in the left panel of the Configure 
Fibre Channel WWNs wizard. Click in the correct WWN(s) in the left panel to add WWNs to the host 
object. (Alternatively, click the + symbol and enter a WWN).  

The Configure iSCSI IQNs wizard is similar, except that IQNs must always be entered manually. 

 

When all of the host’s initiator WWNs or IQNs have been selected, click Add. 

 

BEST PRACTICE 
Fibre Channel hosts should be configured with two or more initiators (HBAs) for 
redundancy.  

To verify that the host is connected to the array, select the GUI Health view Connections tab. If the Paths 
column for the newly created host lists anything but Redundant, or if the number of WWNs is incorrect, 
investigate the reported status (usually in cooperation with the network administrator). 
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Host Groups 

To simplify storage provisioning for a cluster, an array administrator can group the FlashArray host objects 
that represent its nodes into a host group (hgroup). 

To create a host group, select the Storage view Hosts tab, and click the + symbol in the Host Group 

panel to display the Host Groups wizard. 

 

Enter a name for the host group and click Create.  
Names should be representative of application or operating practices. 

 

Select the newly-created host group in the Host Groups panel, click the vertical ellipsis at the right of the 
Member Hosts panel, and select Add to display the Add Hosts to Host Group wizard. 
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Select one or more hosts in the left panel of the wizard and click Add to add them to the host group. 

 

 

BEST PRACTICE 
Configure Extended RAC Clusters with uniform access. All hosts in a cluster should 
have corresponding host objects on both arrays, and the host objects should be in a 
host group on each array. 

In a non-uniform access configuration, only hosts connected directly to an array should be added to its 
host group. 

Network Connectivity 

Network connectivity is a necessity for Oracle RAC. RAC cluster nodes must communicate with each 
other, and must continually ensure each other’s’ availability and responsiveness. Extended Distance 
Oracle RAC clusters require a stretched layer 2 network between sites is required both for RAC node 
interconnections and for ActiveCluster replication links. 
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Storage Connectivity 

Extended RAC Clusters require uniform access configurations, with paths from all cluster nodes to both 
ActiveCluster arrays. For best availability, all paths should be redundant. Inter-site network performance 
and reliability are necessarily lower than that within each site, so hosts should route I/O to pod volumes to 
the array local to them, and access the remote array only when the local one is unresponsive. The 
FlashArray preferred array feature allows administrators to specify that a host connection to a volume in 
a stretched pod is preferred (also called optimized). 

Most multipathing I/O stacks support Asymmetric Logical Unit Assignment (ALUA), a SCSI protocol feature 
that allows a host to query an array to determine whether some path(s) to a logical unit (LUN or volume) 
are optimized. If there are optimized paths to a volume, hosts route I/O commands solely to them, and 
use non-optimized paths only when no optimized ones are available. 

 

Requirements and best practices for ActiveCluster network configuration can be found in the Knowledge 
Base article at: 

https://support.purestorage.com/FlashArray/PurityFA/Protect/Replication/ActiveCluster_Requirements_an
d_Best_Practices  

In addition to the ActiveCluster best practices, Linux operating system recommendations for FlashArrays, 
including multipathing, can be found in the Knowledge Base article at: 
 
https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/Linux/Reference/Linux_Recommended_Settings 
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The Knowledge Base articles contain full details, but briefly, the recommendations are as follows: 

Hardware Configuration Recommendations 

 Configure multiple Fibre Channel HBAs per host or multiple iSCSI NICs per host. 

 Connect each host to both controllers. 

 Configure redundant network fabrics. 

Linux Configuration Recommendations 

 Set the value of attribute path selector to “queue‐length 0”. 

 Set the value of attribute path_grouping_policy to “group_by_prio”.  
This enables the host to select paths based on ALUA priority. 

 Add attribute hardware_handler “1 alua”.  
This configures the host to use ALUA for multipath storage devices. 

 Add attribute prio with value “alua”. 
This allows the host to recognize path priorities based on ALUA. 

 Add attribute failback with value immediate  
This causes hosts to move I/O back to optimized paths when they become available. 

The image below is an example of an ActiveCluster-compliant multipath.conf file. 

defaults { 
  polling_interval       10 
} 
 
devices { 
  device { 
    vendor               "PURE" 
    path_selector        "queue-length 0" 
    path_grouping_policy group_by_prio 
    path_checker         tur 
    fast_io_fail_tmo     10 
    dev_loss_tmo         60 
    no_path_retry        0 
    hardware_handler     "1 alua" 
    prio                 alua 
    failback             immediate 
 
  } 
}  

Uniform Access Configuration 

In a uniform access configuration, all hosts have connections to both FlashArrays and can therefore see 
paths to stretched pod volumes on each FlashArray.  
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The image below illustrates a uniform access configuration with four Oracle RAC cluster nodes (hosts): 
two at Site A and two at Site B. The four hosts and the two FlashArrays are in the same Fibre Channel 
zone. Hosts 1 and 3 are local to FlashArray 1; hosts 2 and 4 are local to FlashArray 2. 

 

The images below show the host groups created on FlashArray 1 and FlashArray 2 respectively. 
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Create Database Volumes 

Begin database creation by creating storage volumes for it on FlashArray 1: 

 dg_oracrs and dg_oragimr to host the Oracle Grid Infrastructure 

 dg_oradata01, dg_oradata02, dg_oraredo, and dg_orafra to host the Oracle RAC database.  

Because the pod does not yet exist, create the volumes in the array’s root container (/) and move them to 
the pod before stretching it. Invoke the Create Volume wizard for each volume. Enter a name and a 
provisioned size for each volume and click Create. 

 

(Alternatively, create a pod on FlashArray 1 first, and create the volumes directly within it.) 
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Connect Volumes and RAC Cluster Hosts 

To connect a volume to the host group on FlashArray 1, in the GUI Storage view Volumes tab, click the 
vertical ellipsis at the right side of the Connected Host Groups panel and select Connect on the 
dropdown menu to display the Connect Host Groups wizard. 

 

 

Select the host group by clicking its checkbox and click Connect to connect the volume to all hosts in the 
in the host group (acrac-hg) on FlashArray 1. The host group appears in the volume’s Connected Host 
Groups panel, as the image below illustrates. 
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Repeat the connection procedure for each of the volumes. 

Discover Volumes on RAC Cluster Hosts 

FlashArray 1 executes I/O commands from hosts to connected volumes, but the RAC hosts must first 
discover the newly-connected volumes. On each of the RAC hosts’ Linux shells, run the command 
rescan-scsi-bus.sh from a root account, as shown in the image below. 

 

(Note: The rescan-scsi-bus.sh utility must be installed as part of the sg3_utils package; it is not included 
in the Linux kernel distribution.) 
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Because the volumes are connected to the hosts through FlashArray 1 only at this point, the paths shown 
represent only connections through that array. The Linux multipath command shows device details and 
multipath configurations.  

Create aliases in the Linux /etc/multipath.conf file to name each LUN according to the Oracle ASM 
convention of starting disk names with dg_ as shown in the following example. 

multipaths { 
        multipath { 
                        wwid 3624a937094f793aabac4be6900011011 
                        alias dg_oracrs 
        } 
        multipath { 
                        wwid 3624a937094f793aabac4be6900011012 
                        alias dg_oragimr 
        } 
} 

 

 

In the configuration shown on page 35, the number of host ports (initiators), multiplied by the number of 
target (FlashArray) ports is the number of paths to each device. Because these paths are through 
FlashArray 1, they are local, and should therefore be optimized.  

The hardware handler shows the module that should be used to perform hardware specific actions when 
switching path groups or handling I/O errors. The recommended setting is 1 alua which is the hardware 
handler for SCSI-3 ALUA enabled array.  
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Create a Pod and Move Volumes into it 

Follow the instructions in the section titled Creating a Pod on page 17 to create a pod on FlashArray 1, To 
move the database volumes into the pod (POD-ORARAC in the example below), follow the instructions in 
the section titled Moving Existing Volumes into a Pod on page 19 for each volume. 

 

Stretch the Pod to a Second Array 

Follow the instructions in the section titled Stretching a Pod on page 24 to stretch the pod to FlashArray 
2. in the FlashArray 1 GUI Storage view Pods tab, click the select the pod from the dropdown list and click 
the + symbol at the right of the Arrays panel to display the Add Array wizard. Select FlashArray 2 (sn1-
m20r2-c04-33) from the dropdown list and click Add. 
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When the second array is added to the pod, the two arrays begin synchronizing pod contents. When 
synchronization completes, the pod is online through both arrays, and hosts can read and write volumes 
through both. 

 

Before hosts can access pod volumes through FlashArray 2, however, the volumes must be connected to 
the host objects on FlashArray 2, and the hosts must discover the paths through FlashArray 2. To connect 
the database volumes to FlashArray 2’s host group, repeat the procedure described in the section titled 
Connect Volumes and RAC Cluster Hosts on page 37.  

(Had the pod been created on FlashArray 1 first, and the volumes created directly within it, the foregoing 
step would have been unnecessary.) 

 

To discover the paths to volumes through FlashArray 2, use rescan-scsi-bus.sh to rescan each of the 
RAC cluster hosts. 
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When rescans complete, the paths to the volume through FlashArray 2 are visible. 

 

The image above indicates that all paths have equal priority (prio=50). Where the two sites are separated 
by distance, this is generally not ideal for two reasons: 

 Assuming that both arrays present the same number of paths to volumes, hosts at Site A route 
half their writes to FlashArray 2. Because both arrays must persist and acknowledge every write, 
data traverses the network twice: from host to remote array, and from remote array back to local 
array. Ideally, hosts would send all writes to the array local to them, thus eliminating one traversal 
of the longer (higher latency) link. 

 Again assuming that both arrays present the same number of paths, half the reads are sent to the 
remote array. Reads can be executed by either array, however, so again, the ideal situation from a 
latency standpoint would be for the array local to a host to execute all of its reads. 
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Specify Preferred Array for Each Host 

The FlashArray Preferred Arrays feature allows an administrator to specify which of a host’s paths to a 
volume should be preferred (optimized) when routing I/O commands. To specify optimized paths, in the 
GUI Storage view Hosts tab, select a host. In the Details panel, click the vertical ellipsis and select Add 
Preferred Arrays from the dropdown menu to display the Add Preferred Arrays wizard.  

 

In the Add Preferred Arrays wizard, select the array local to the host and click Add. Repeat the 
procedure on the other array, ensuring that the same array is preferred.  
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In the configuration illustrated on page 35, preferred array settings for the four hosts would be: 

Host Name 
Preferred Array on 

FlashArray 1 
Preferred Array on 

FlashArray 2 

acrac1 sn1-m20r2-b04-33 sn1-m20r2-b04-33 

acrac2 sn1-m20r2-c04-33 sn1-m20r2-c04-33 

acrac3 sn1-m20r2-b04-33 sn1-m20r2-b04-33 

acrac4 sn1-m20r2-c04-33 sn1-m20r2-c04-33 

After setting the preferred array for each volume on both arrays, run the multipath command on each host 
to verify that half the paths have priority 50 (optimized) with status “active,” and the other half have 
priority 10 (non-optimized) with status “enabled.” 
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BEST PRACTICE 
For high data availability and optimal performance, connect all hosts to both arrays, 
and set each host object’s preferred array to the array local to it. 
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Design Considerations  

Design Considerations for Extended RAC Clusters with ActiveCluster Storage 

Setup of an Extended RAC Cluster is nominally similar to setup of single-site Oracle RAC, except that, as 
the name implies, cluster nodes are located in two sites. To ensure that I/O commands complete within 
typical host timeout periods, Pure Storage supports ActiveCluster replication between arrays within 5 
millisecond roundtrip communication latency of each other. 

Guidelines for Oracle RAC databases in Extended Clusters with ActiveCluster synchronously replicated 
storage: 

 Oracle RAC nodes distributed between two sites (Site A and Site B) as illustrated on page 35.  

 One FlashArray running Purity//FA Version 5.0 or a newer version is located at each site. 

 IP based 10GbE4 interconnect between FlashArray A and B for replication traffic. 

 5 millisecond maximum round trip latency between Sites A and B. 

 Dedicated high-performance connections (e.g., DWDM or dark fiber) between RAC nodes at the 
two sites. 

 Stretch layer 2 network between sites for RAC private interconnect traffic. 

 ActiveCluster mediation provided by Pure1 Cloud Mediator unless precluded by user policy. 
Private mediator virtual machine located at a third site accessible by both FlashArrays. 

 A pod containing all volumes required by Oracle RAC stretched between the two FlashArrays. 

 Host groups containing all RAC nodes on both FlashArrays. 

 Hosts in a uniform access configuration with all RAC nodes connected to both arrays. 

 Preferred Array settings configured for all RAC nodes on both FlashArrays as described in the 
section titled Specify Preferred Array for Each Host on page 43. 

 Oracle RAC nodes configured with ALUA MPIO as described in the section titled Linux 
Configuration Recommendations on page 34. 

 ASM Diskgroups using FlashArray volumes created with external redundancy. 

                                                      

4 10GbE is the maximum supported replication bandwidth for the version of ActiveCluster current at the time of publication 
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Deployment Overview 

The Extended RAC Cluster example referenced in this report uses two FlashArray//m20r2 arrays to host the 
database storage and four Dell servers as RAC nodes. Servers are connected to storage arrays by 16 Gb/s Fibre 
Channel.  

(FlashArrays also support 10GbE iSCSI for users who require Ethernet (iSCSI) storage fabrics.) 

Component Description 

Database storage 
2 x FlashArray//m20r2 
10TB with 4 x 16Gb Fibre Channel ports (2 per controller) 

RAC node 
operating system 

Oracle Enterprise Linux 7.4 

Fabric switches 4 x Brocade 7840  

WAN Simulator NetEM (Network Emulator) 

Oracle GI Oracle RAC 12.2.0.1 

The image below illustrates the hardware configuration used for the example in this report. To simulate two sites, 
components are installed in separate racks: RAC nodes acrac1 and acrac3 and FlashArray sn1-m20r2-b04-33 in 
rack B04, and nodes acrac2 and acrac4 and FlashArray sn1-m20r2-c04-33 in rack C04. To simulate two sites 
separated by distance, all cross-rack Fibre Channel and Ethernet traffic passes through a Linux system that uses 
netem to shape it by adding latency. Appendix-B lists the traffic control commands used to add 4 milliseconds of 
round-trip latency between the Oracle RAC nodes at the two sites. 

 

Each node is connected to both arrays for a uniform access configuration. For high resiliency, the nodes are 
connected to the FlashArray target ports via redundant fabrics. 
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Each FlashArray//m series controller contains two dedicated 10GbE replication ports.5 For maximum 
ActiveCluster resiliency, the arrays’ replication ports in the example configuration are interconnected by redundant 
fabrics as illustrated in the image below. 

 

 

BEST PRACTICE 
Each replication port on an array must be able to connect or route to every port on the 
other array.  

 

  

                                                      

5 The ports are used for both asynchronous and synchronous replication. 
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Application Performance Tests of Extended RAC Clusters  
with ActiveCluster Storage 

All Paths May Not Be Created Equal 

When deciding to deploy an Extended RAC Cluster with ActiveCluster storage, it is helpful to understand 
the application performance implications of the various possible connectivity options. While synchronous 
replication is a must for inter-site high data availability, application performance and availability can be 
impacted based on how hosts’ access to storage is configured.  

For example, in a uniform access configuration, failure to configure ALUA results in all paths being treated 
as Active/Optimized and can result in sub-optimal performance, whereas with non-uniform access, failure 
of an array results in outages of RAC nodes local to the failed array, thus impacting application availability. 

This section discusses various Oracle RAC with ActiveCluster connectivity configurations and presents 
application performance test results for each one. The tested configurations are described, followed by 
comparative test results. For simplicity, all tests used two RAC nodes. 

 

These tests show application behavior in various ActiveCluster connectivity configurations, and 
demonstrate why the recommended configuration is optimal. The tests utilize 
FlashArray//M20R2 models, and do not represent the maximum performance potential of either 
Oracle or FlashArrays. 

 
Unstretched – Local Nodes 

 

This is the baseline configuration with two RAC nodes connected to one local array— effectively a single-
site RAC cluster. There is no inter-site synchronous replication.  
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Stretched – Local Nodes 

 

This is the most basic ActiveCluster configuration. Hosts are connected to one local array, but volumes 
are stretched to a second remote array. Synchronous replication incurs inter-site write latency, but up-to-
date data is available at the second site at all times. This configuration provides high data availability but 
applications become inaccessible if Site 1 fails. 

Stretched – Cross Nodes 

 

In this configuration, volumes are stretched between the sites, but host acrac2‘s I/O commands are sent 
to and executed by the array at Site 1. Host acrac1 I/O incurs inter-site write latency for replication, but 
host acrac2 incurs inter-site write latency both for writing to the remote array and for replication. 

This configuration provides high data availability, but if Site 1 fails, host acrac2 must be connected to its 
local array and restart the database and applications. 
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Stretched Uniform Access with no Preferred Arrays Specified  

 

In this configuration, all hosts are connected to both FlashArrays but Preferred Arrays are not configured, 
so hosts treat all paths to pod volumes on both arrays as Active/Optimized. Because half the paths cross 
sites, half the I/O commands would incur an “extra” inter-site latency that might impact application 
performance significantly. 

Stretched Uniform Access with Preferred Arrays Specified 

 

This is the ideal configuration from a data and application availability standpoint. All hosts are connected 
to both arrays, but each host’s I/O traffic is directed to the array local to it. Paths to local arrays appear as 
Active/Optimized; inter-site paths appear as Active/Non-Optimized. Reads are executed entirely by local 
arrays; writes are executed locally, but still incur inter-site latency to ensure that they are synchronously 
replicated on both arrays. This configuration provides continued availability of both data and applications 
in case of failure of either site. 
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Stretched – Non-Uniform access 

 

In this configuration, hosts at each site are connected only to the arrays local to them. Paths are 
Active/Optimized. Both reads and writes are executed by local arrays; writes incur inter-site latency to 
ensure persistence on both arrays. While volumes are synchronously replicated with non-uniform access, 
failure of an array halts the application on that site because hosts have no paths to the remote array.  

Performance Implications of Oracle RAC Configuration Options 

Each of the abovementioned Oracle RAC configurations was tested with the same I/O workload using the 
Oracle SLOB (Silly Little Oracle Benchmark) toolkit to illustrate how Oracle RAC configuration choices can 
impact application performance. Read/write IOPS metrics are reported in the Oracle Automatic Workload 
Repository (AWR) reports. The tests are not designed to maximize or benchmark FlashArray performance 
per se, but to illustrate how storage connectivity configuration differences can impact performance of the 
application.  

Because synchronous replication is typically deployed primarily to increase data and application 
availability rather than performance, the primary goal of the tests is to illustrate relative application 
behavior. To avoid user dissatisfaction with performance, however, production systems should ideally be 
provisioned so that one site can sustain the maximum expected load. For example, if a system is 
provisioned with two nodes at each of two sites, the nodes should ideally be sized so that in the event of 
a site failure, the two nodes at the remaining site can deliver adequate performance.  

All tests were performed using two RAC nodes with 64 user sessions running 100% write workloads. 
100% write workloads result in equal numbers of reads and writes, because Oracle must read data before 
updating it. The SLOB benchmark operates on non-overlapping data, since each session connects to a 
separate schema and works on its own data. Thus, locking delays are minimal. While this scenario is ideal 
for focusing on the performance of different storage connectivity configurations, throughput can be lower 
in applications that do operate on overlapping data. 

For the tests, round-trip latency between the two “sites” was set to 4 milliseconds for both host-array and 
replication traffic (see Appendix B). The table and accompanying chart below show comparative 
performance for each of the connectivity configurations. 
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Scenario Read IOPS Write IOPS Total IOPS 

Unstretched – Local Nodes 76,352 79,061 155,593 

Stretched – Local Nodes 62,567 64,148 126,715 

Stretched – Cross Nodes 42,614 42,539 85,153 

Stretched – Uniform (no Preferred Array) 49,657 50,266 99,923 

Stretched – Uniform (with Preferred Array) 69,880 72,387 142,267 

Stretched – Non-Uniform 69,839 72,328 142,167 

 

As the table and chart illustrate, synchronous replication does affect application throughput, but the 
magnitude of the impact differs considerably for different connectivity configurations. With the 100% write 
workload, the largest effect occurs with the Stretched – Cross Nodes configuration because all I/O from 
the second RAC node is inter-site. The smallest performance impact (as well as the best resiliency) is 
provided by the Uniform Access Configuration with Preferred Array settings.  
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Read performance in the Stretched – Uniform Preferred Array and Stretched – Non Uniform tests are 
closest to that of the baseline (local cluster) test. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using ALUA with 
ActiveCluster. Because local arrays execute all I/O commands, reads incur no inter-site traffic, and writes 
incur inter-site latency only for replication.  

To show the impact of distance on application performance, the Stretched – Uniform with Preferred Array 
test was performed with workloads containing 10%, 30%, 50%, and 100% write content, at simulated inter-
site round trip latencies of 0, 2 and 4 milliseconds. The following table and chart show the IOPS achieved 
in these tests. 

Workload IOPS @ 0ms IOPS @ 2ms IOPS @ 4ms 

10% Write 128,830 122,367 121,878 

30% Write 143,442 137,015 130,865 

50% Write 152,042 144,185 132,058 

100% Write 172,012 159,204 142,267 

 

The test results illustrate that inter-site distance (as simulated by injected latency) affects throughput, and 
affects it more strongly in workloads with larger percentages of write content. While the 17% differential 
between 0 millisecond latency and 4 millisecond latency in the 100% write test may appear significant, it 
represents an extreme case because the SLOB benchmark is designed to execute as many I/O 
commands as possible to exercise storage array performance. Moreover, workloads with 100% write 
content are not common. In production OLTP applications, Oracle global cache efficiency is typically 10-
20%; for DW/OLAP workloads the typical range is 30-50% of writes. 
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Summary 

These tests illustrate the performance of one application in an Extended RAC Cluster with ActiveCluster 
storage in different host-storage connectivity configurations and at different inter-site distances. The tests 
were limited to 64 SLOB users and utilized FlashArray//m20R2 arrays. They do not represent either the 
performance potential of the FlashArrays or the capabilities of Oracle RAC in more production-like 
environments. 

The tests demonstrate that application performance in Extended RAC Clusters can differ based on the 
inter-site latency and write percentage. In addition, they show that:  

 Uniform access with preferred arrays specified for each host is the preferred connectivity 
configuration, because it enables high availability and resiliency of data and application at the 
lowest performance cost of all options. 

 Inter-site latency only affects write performance (not read), unless hosts are connected only to 
remote arrays (Stretched Cross-Node configuration) 
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Failure Scenarios 

The following table lists storage failure scenarios that can occur with ActiveCluster and how data 
availability to hosts is affected. Red icons represent failed components of the configuration. 

Solution Component Failure 

Access to Storage6 
First Array Second Array 

Replication 
Link 

Mediator 

    
Available on both arrays 

    
Available on surviving array 

    
Available on one array 

    
Available on both arrays 

    
Available on surviving Array 

    
Unavailable* 

    
Unavailable* 

  
N/A N/A Unavailable 

 

  

                                                      

6  The rows marked with asterisks (*) indicate failures of other components while the mediator is unavailable. If the mediator becomes 
unavailable after an array or the replication link has already failed, access to storage remains available on one array.  
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The following charts describe how FlashArrays handle the most likely ActiveCluster failure scenarios. 

Array, Replication Network, and Site Failures 

Failure Scenario Failure Behavior 

Controller failover within an array After brief pause for local HA failover, host I/O resumes on both 
arrays without losing RPO-Zero. 
Asynchronous replication may resume from a different array than 
before the failover.

Replication link failure After brief pause, host I/O to each affected pod’s volumes resumes 
on the first array to contact the mediator.  
Failover is automatic and transparent; no administrator intervention 
is necessary.  
Uniformly connected hosts: 

 After a brief pause, local and remote host I/O resumes 
through the array that wins the race to contact the mediator. 

 Storage paths to the array that lost the race to the mediator 
fail.  

Non-uniformly connected hosts: 
 Hosts connected to the site that wins the race to contact the 

mediator resume I/O after a brief pause.  
 Hosts connected to the site that loses the race to contact 

the mediator lose access to volumes.  
 Host cluster software may restart applications on a host in 

the mediator winning site, possibly automatically. 

Mediator failure or loss of access 
to mediator 

No effect.  
Host I/O continues through all paths on both arrays as normal.

Failure of an entire array 
(surviving array is able to contact 
the mediator) 

After brief pause, host I/O automatically resumes on surviving array. 
Failover is automatic and transparent; no administrator intervention 
is necessary.  
Uniformly connected hosts: 

 After a brief pause, local and remote host I/O resumes 
through the surviving array.  

 Storage paths through the failed array fail. 
Non-uniformly connected hosts: 

 After a brief pause, hosts at the surviving array site resume 
I/O through the surviving array.  

 Hosts at the failed array site lose access to volumes.  
 Host cluster software may restart applications on hosts at 

the surviving array’s site, possibly automatically.
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Failure Scenario Failure Behavior

Failure of an entire site  
(surviving array is able to contact 
the mediator) 

After brief pause, host I/O automatically resumes on the array at the 
surviving site. 
Failover of the array is automatic and transparent; no administrator 
intervention is necessary.  
Uniformly connected hosts: 

 After a brief pause, local I/O resumes through the array at 
the surviving site.  

 Hosts at the surviving site experience failures of storage 
paths through the array at the failed site. 

 use host cluster software to recover the apps to hosts in the 
surviving site. This may be automatic depending on the type 
of cluster.  

Non-uniformly connected hosts: 
 After a brief pause, I/O for hosts at the surviving site 

resumes through the surviving array. 
 Host cluster software may restart applications from the 

failed site on hosts at the surviving site, possibly 
automatically.

Mediator failure followed by a 
replication link, array, or site 
failure. 
(Second failure occurs while 
mediator is unavailable) 

All hosts lose access to stretched pod volumes through both arrays. 
Recovery options:  

1. Restore one array’s access to the mediator  
2. Restore the replication link (pod volumes automatically 

resynchronize and come online. 
3. Clone the stretched pod, creating new volumes with 

different serial numbers to prevent hosts from automatically 
connecting to and using the new volumes, thereby causing 
a split-brain condition.  
Re-identify and reconnect all LUNs to all hosts. 
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Storage Network Failures 

Failure Scenario Failure Behavior

Stretched SAN fabric outage (FC 
or iSCSI) 
(failure of SAN interconnect 
between sites) 

Host I/O automatically continues on local paths in the local site. 
Uniform connected hosts: 

 experience some storage path failures for paths to the 
remote array and continue I/O on paths to the local array. 

 in each site will maintain access to local volumes with no 
more than a pause in IO. 

Non-uniform connected hosts: 
 do not have a SAN interconnect between sites, so this 

scenario is not applicable.

SAN fabric outage in one site Applications can automatically failover to hosts at the other site 
connected to the other array. 
This is driven by host cluster software assuming clusters are 
stretched between sites. VMware HA, Oracle RAC, SQL Cluster, etc. 
Uniform connected hosts: 

 in the site without the SAN outage, experience some 
storage path failures for paths to the remote array and 
continue IO on paths to the local array. 

 in the site with the SAN outage, will experience total loss of 
access to volumes and applications must failover to the 
other site as mentioned above.  

Non-uniform connected hosts: 
 in the site without the SAN outage, will maintain access to 

local volumes. 
 in the site with the SAN outage, will experience total loss of 

access to volumes and applications must failover to the 
other site as mentioned above. 

 
Host Failure 

Host failures are handled effectively by Oracle RAC irrespective of ActiveCluster.  Failure of an Oracle 
RAC node results in all sessions, that were running on the instance hosted on that node, terminated 
unless transparent application failover is configured and enabled at the service level through which the 
sessions logged in. RAC, Database and Application services automatically failover to other hosts in the 
same site or other hosts in the other site connected to the other array as driven by Oracle Clusterware. 

 

The behavior of host failure is independent of whether or not the Oracle cluster is 
configured for uniform or non-uniform access. 
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Array Failure Scenario 

This test simulated an array failure by powering off an array while the SLOB benchmark was executing a 
50% write workload with 32 users on two nodes. The hosts had uniform access to both FlashArrays with 
inter-site latency of 4milliseconds. 

Test Environment 

The image below illustrates the test environment. All hosts have access to both arrays, with preferred 
arrays specified. Paths through local arrays appear to hosts as “Active/Optimized;” paths through remote 
arrays appear to hosts as “Active/Non-Optimized”.  

 

Baseline 

Prior to powering the arry off, pod status shows both arrays online. The test captured host metrics 
through Purity//FA CLI commands and took AWR snapshots periodically before failure and recovery. 
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Multipath commands on both RAC nodes show uniform access with Active/Optimized paths through local 
arrays and non-optimized paths through remote ones. 

 

The SQL command below shows that sessions are equally distributed across two nodes. 

select i.host_name, count(*) from gv$session s, gv$instance i 
where s.inst_id = i.inst_id and s.status = ‘ACTIVE’  
and s.username like ‘USER%’ 
group by i.host_name;  
 
10:10:34 SQL> @sess 
 
HOST_NAME            COUNT(*) 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
acrac1.puretec.purestorage.com     16 
acrac2.puretec.purestorage.com     16 

The AWR snapshot taken during the baseline shows almost 24K read IOPS and approximately 11K write 
IOPS for each node. 
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Array Failure 

Shortly after 10:15AM, array sn1-m20r2-c04-33 was powered off. The SLOB benchmark continued to run, 
and the SQL command below shows that sessions continued to be distributed across the nodes. 

10:16:09 SQL> @sess 
 
HOST_NAME            COUNT(*) 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
acrac1.puretec.purestorage.com     16 
acrac2.puretec.purestorage.com     16 

Based on the metrics generated using the FlashArray CLI (see Appendix-A), I/O paused between 
10:15:41AM and 10:15:54AM for about 13 seconds.  

 

During that time, FlashArray sn1-m20r2-b04-33 recognized the other array was not responding and 
generated relevant alerts. Pod status on sn1-m20r2-b04-33 shows that sn1-m20r2-c04-33 is offline.  

 

Mirrored (synchronously replicated) writes stopped at 10:15:41AM and resumed as local writes at 
10:15:54AM. Array sn1-m20r2-b04-33 also started executing I/O for remote node acrac2. 
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During those 13 seconds, both hosts automatically recognized that some paths were unavailable. 
Because array sn1-m20r2-c04-33 is local to node acrac2, its optimized paths were not available, so the 
Linux operating system routed its I/O to the surviving non-optimized paths. 

 

The graphic below shows the state of the environment during the array outage. 

 

The SLOB benchmark continued to run, but performance of node acrac2 degraded because its I/O 
incurred the 4 millisecond inter-site latency. The AWR snapshot taken during the failure shows that lower 
IOPS for the acrac2 instance, while the acrac1 instance continued to perform at about its original level. 
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Array Recovery 

While the benchmark continued to run, , array sn1-m20r2-c04-33 was powered on at 10.21AM. Once the 
array was online, pod status changed to show it resyncing, as the first array resynchronized changes to 
pod volumes that had occurred during the outage.  

 

Once resynchronization completed, pod status for array sn1-m20r2-c04-33 changed to online and paths 
through it became available. Host multipathing automatically switched to the optimal paths as shown in 
the images below. 
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The SQL script that lists the active sessions count showed all 32 sessions were still active. 

10:22:23 SQL> @sess 
 
HOST_NAME            COUNT(*) 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
acrac1.puretec.purestorage.com     16 
acrac2.puretec.purestorage.com     16 

The AWR snapshot taken after recovery shows improved read and write IOPS for node acrac2 because 
its I/O commands are executed by array sn1-m20r2-c04-33, which is local to it.  

 

The AWR snapshot above was actually taken prior to recovery completion, so node acrac2’s I/O were still 
being executed by array sn1-m20r2-b04-33 at the beginning of the snapshot period. Physical I/O for 
node acrac2 is lower than that for acrac1 because the metrics are averaged between two points in time.  

 

The FlashArray GUI bandwidth graph shows the read and write IOPS before, during, and after array sn1-
m20r2-c04-33 failure and recovery.  
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The graph above shows the read, write and mirrored write IOPS for array sn1-m20r2-b04-33. At 10:21:54 
local writes change to mirrored writes, indicating that synchronization was in its final stage, which took 
until 10:22:17 to complete. Once resynchronization completed, paths from array sn1-m20r2-c04-33 
became available to the connected hosts. 

Summary 

 The array failure did not result in an outage of RAC nodes or database instances. 

 All SLOB user sessions remained active throughout the failure and recovery. 

 The “failure” caused a brief (13 second) pause in I/O. This is significantly less than either SCSI or 
ASM timeouts. The pause is preferable to applications outage.  

 Once the failed array recovered, no administrator intervention was required to resynchronize or to 
make recovered paths available to connected hosts. 

Additional ActiveCluster failure and recovery scenarios for Oracle are described in the paper at: 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/Oracle/Oracle_Database/Simplifying_Oracle%C2%AE_High_A
vailability_and_Disaster_Recovery_with_Pure_Storage%C2%AE_Purity_ActiveCluster 
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Conclusion 

The combination of FlashArray’s ActiveCluster active-active synchronous replication and Oracle RAC 
comprises a disaster-tolerant extended distance cluster solution for Oracle databases. Extended RAC 
Clusters with ActiveCluster storage are an attractive architecture that delivers scalability, high availability 
and protection against disasters that incapacitate an entire site.  

This report has presented configuration and best practices recommendations for combining Pure Storage 
FlashArray ActiveCluster replication with Oracle RAC software to implement database clusters that span 
distances represented by round trip communication latencies of up to 5 milliseconds. ActiveCluster 
enables users to fully utilize computing and I/O resources at two sites, while protecting against a broad 
range of failures and providing rapid recovery from site disasters. 

Key features of ActiveCluster, in combination with Oracle RAC, provide additional functionality for higher 
protection not only against host failure but also storage array failure or even an entire site failure without 
having to set up voting disks on a third site. The paper provides insight on how to: 

1. Configure ActiveCluster to synchronize Oracle RAC volumes that are shared across sites 

2. Configure the host, storage and network connectivity for Oracle RAC nodes across sites to work 
optimally with ActiveCluster 

Additionally, the paper presents different failure scenarios for ActiveCluster environments and how 
storage availability and performance is handled.  

Extended RAC Clusters with ActiveCluster storage provide great value, users should appreciate the 
inherent limitations imposed by communicating over distances. The testing section of the report illustrates 
the impact that larger site separations have on performance; thus users must balance performance 
requirements against higher availability of business-critical data. 

Finally, the simplicity and flexibility that are a FlashArray watchword enable administrators to offer highly-
available ActiveCluster-based storage solution with unprecedented ease.  
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Appendix A: Purity//FA CLI to capture performance metrics 

Use the following CLI to capture FlashArray performance metrics. The command reports I/O requests, 
bandwidth and latency for reads, writes and mirrored writes at 1 second intervals for 900 seconds.  

 
purehost monitor ‐‐mirrored ‐‐array ‐‐interval 1 ‐‐repeat 900 [HOST ...] 
 

To capture the command output in a CSV file, use the following command in an ssh session to redirect 
the output on the host. Once logged into the array using ssh as pureuser (or any other user), the output 
cannot be redirected. 

  
$ ssh pureuser@flasharray purehost monitor ‐‐csv ‐‐notitle ‐‐mirrored ‐‐array ‐‐interval 1 ‐‐repeat 
900 [HOST ...] > filename.csv 
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Appendix B: Traffic Control commands 

NetEm is an enhancement of the Linux traffic control facilities that enables a user to add delay, packet loss, 
duplication and other characteristics to incoming and outgoing packets to and from a selected network interface. It 
uses the quality of service (QoS) and differentiated services (diffserv) facilities of the Linux kernel. 

To simulate inter-site latency between RAC nodes, identify the RAC nodes’ private interconnect IP addresses by 
querying gv$cluster_interconnects. 

 
SQL> select inst_id, ip_address from gv$cluster_interconnects; 
 
  INST_ID IP_ADDRESS 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
     1 169.254.104.239 
     2 169.254.35.141 
     3 169.254.4.13 
     4 169.254.219.142 
 

In addition, identify the interface name (enp66s0) used by the private network. With this information, the 
following traffic control commands add a latency of 2ms to the specified IP addresses.  

Note: Latency is specified only between nodes at logically different sites. Hence only the IP addresses of RAC 
nodes at the other site are specified. In the example configuration, instances 1 and 3 are at one site and instances 2 
and 4 are at the other.  

Traffic control command to be run on nodes 1 and 3 
 
tc qdisc add dev enp66s0 root handle 1: prio 
tc qdisc add dev enp66s0 parent 1:1 handle 2: netem delay 2ms 
tc filter add dev enp66s0 protocol ip parent 1:0 prio 1 u32 match ip dst 169.254.35.141/32 flowid 1:1 
tc filter add dev enp66s0 protocol ip parent 1:0 prio 1 u32 match ip dst 169.254.219.142/32 flowid 1:1 
 

Traffic control command on nodes 2 and 4 
 
tc qdisc add dev enp66s0 root handle 1: prio 
tc qdisc add dev enp66s0 parent 1:1 handle 2: netem delay 2ms 
tc filter add dev enp66s0 protocol ip parent 1:0 prio 1 u32 match ip dst 169.254.104.239/32 flowid 1:1 
tc filter add dev enp66s0 protocol ip parent 1:0 prio 1 u32 match ip dst 169.254.4.13/32 flowid 1:1 
 
[root@acrac2 ~]# ping 169.254.4.13 
PING 169.254.4.13 (169.254.4.13) 56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from 169.254.4.13: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=4.18 ms 
 

To change the latency, run the following command 

  
tc qdisc change dev enp66s0 parent 1:1 handle 2: netem delay 0ms  
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